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Abstra t: Nearly all listeners onsider the subje tive aspe ts of musi , su h as its emotional tone, to have primary importan e. But ontemporary philosophers often downplay, ignore, or even deny su h aspe ts of experien e. Moreover, traditional philosophies of musi try to de ontextualize it. Using musi as an example, this paper explores
the stru ture of qualitative experien e, demonstrating that it is multi-layer emergent,
non- ompositional, ena ted, and situation dependent, among other non-Cartesian properties. Our explanations draw on re ent work in ognitive s ien e, in luding blending,
image s hemas, and sensory memory, as well as on phenomenology. A hierar hi al stru ture transformation based omplexity theory is applied to obtain a non-linear dynamial systems explanation of qualia and emotion that respe ts phenomenologi al insights
about time, in luding retention and protention. The omplexity measure provides both
a metri stru ture and a potential fun tion, on spa es of pie es that are onstru ted
using given elements and transformations, with weights that re e t their ognitive diÆulty. However, the approa h is not redu tionist; using improvisation and the evolution
of musi al notation as data, we argue that situatedness, espe ially ena tment and so ial
ontext, are key aspe ts of musi al ons iousness.

1 Introdu tion
This paper addresses issues in the philosophy, ognitive s ien e, and so iology of musi , lustered
around the notion of qualia1 , whi h (roughly speaking) are the qualitative aspe ts of ons ious
experien e. In parti ular, we onsider the stru ture of qualia, that is, their parts, and how those
parts ombine. Other on erns in lude ontextuality, memory, salien y, time and emotion.
Se tions 2 and 3 fo us on the philosophy of musi , with Se tion 2.1 devoted to a very qui k
histori al survey, and with Se tion 2.2 exploring some notions of ontext and situatedness, in luding the \fourth person" methodology that is used in this paper. Se tion 3 fo uses on qualitative
aspe ts of musi , sket hing some positions that philosophers have taken, in luding the separation
of subje tive from obje tive aspe ts, treating mainly the latter, and dubbing the former \qualia."
We propose an alternative approa h, supported by examples2 demonstrating some urious properties of musi al qualia, su h as having heterogeneous omponents with multiple levels, ombining
non- ompositionally, and appropriating temporally prior qualia (thus violating some naive ideas
about temporal linearity of per eption). These phenomena are interesting in themselves, and they
also ontribute to skepti ism about the ontologi al status of qualia. Se tion 3.1 dis usses time
ons iousness, in luding Edmund Husserl's notions of fresh memory, retention, and protention.
Se tion 4.1 dis usses some ognitive s ien e of musi , arguing for the relevan e of re ent developments in ognitive linguisti s, in luding image s hemas and blending. Se tion 4.2 extends these
ideas to handle stru ture more e e tively, while Se tion 4.3, whi h is the te hni al heart of the
paper, develops a hierar hi al stru tural omplexity theory with transformations, whi h is used to
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The singular form of this perhaps unfamiliar word is \quale."
The le ture version of this material featured short piano segments performed by Ryoko Goguen as illustrations.
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model qualia, and then extended to onstru t a dynami al systems model of musi al omprehension. Se tion 5 on erns the so iology of musi , arguing that many phenomena dis ussed in previous
se tions, in luding qualia, have a signi ant so ial omponent. It takes as data an improvisation
by Ryoko Goguen (whi h is do umented in Appendix A), and some observations on the evolution
of musi al notation. Se tion 6 draws some on lusions about ognitivism, and about the origin,
stru ture, and study of emotion and ons iousness.
The study of musi is usually the study of representations of musi , mostly s ores, in fa t,
mostly formal properties of eighteenth and nineteenth entury s ores in the European lassi al
tradition. But s ores are not musi , and digital re ording te hnology makes possible mu h more
detailed representations of a mu h broader range of styles, in luding those for whi h s ores do not
exist and/or would not be very helpful even if they did exist. However, this still leaves us dealing
with representations. A tually, I do not think it desirable to banish representations; the problem is
with the \obje tive" third person approa h usually taken to representations, rather than with their
existen e or their use. Our proposed alternative is the \fourth person" method sket hed in Se tion
2.2, whi h requires listening to be taken mu h more seriously, in luding its so ial situatedness. We
do this not only through lose attention to our responses to musi , but also in Se tion 4.3, by
onstru ting models of listening, and omparing their responses with our own, with results from
experimental psy hology, and with relevant philosophi al and musi ologi al literature.
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2 Some Philosophy of Musi
Following a brief overview of some traditional Western philosophi al views of musi , some alternatives based on re ent developments in so iology and ognitive s ien e are dis ussed.
2.1

Some Traditional Western Views

The earliest in uential views on musi in the Western tradition ome from Pythagoras, who laimed
that musi is essentially mathemati al, based on his dis overy that the ratios of the tones in musi al
intervals are simple rational numbers. Attempts to redu e musi to mathemati s are by no means
on ned to antiquity; for example, the great ontemporary Greek omposer Yannis Xenakis has
written extensively (though not always oherently) in this mode. Returning to antiquity, Plato, in
his Republi [64℄, wrote that \... musi edu ation is of paramount importan e. More than anything
else, rhythm and melody nd their way straight to the deepest parts of our being," whi h is
onsistent with what many musi ians and edu ational psy hologists think today. But Plato also
seems aligned with many ontemporary politi al onservatives, in wishing to \ lean our republi of
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depravity [in the arts℄ ... onne ted with vulgarity, insolen e, madness, or other evils." Thus, Plato
was not a musi al Platonist, believing that musi al obje ts exist in some ideal realm, independently
of humans; on the ontrary, Plato's view is fo used on the moral hara ter of musi ians.
A ommon view during the Romanti era was that good musi is an a urate representation
of the emotions of its omposer. Although still ommon among the general publi , this view is
rarely a epted by professionals3. Perhaps the earliest persuasive arguments against it are due
to the Viennese riti Eduard Hansli k [45℄, who as ribed the emotional responses of listeners to
analogies between dynami patterns of musi and emotions. Despite this apparently ognitivist
view, Hansli k seems to have been a kind of Platonist, asserting that the beauty of musi exists
independently of any listener. Although Nelson Goodman is also interested in musi al patterns,
he identi es a musi al work with its s ore and with the lass of its authenti performan es [43℄.
We argue against this \s ore nominalism" by noting that s ores often do not exist, and for styles
su h as ambient musi , would make little sense even if they did exist. More re ent thinkers, e.g.,
Peter Kivy [51℄, take a ognitivist approa h, de ning musi in terms of ons ious patterns in the
minds of listeners. Although musi theory rather than philosophy, and written before the rise of
ognitivism, the pioneering work of Leonard Meyer [56℄ takes a ognitive approa h, de ning musi al
experien e instead of musi , and emphasizing stru ture, anti ipation, and emotion, in ways related
to those in Se tion 4.3 below. Interestingly, Meyer's three distinguishing hara teristi s of musi al
experien e (on page 23 of [56℄) do not mention sound, and (assuming the omission is deliberate)
are so abstra t as to en ompass sequen es of non-referential visual stimuli; I like this, and note its
onsisten y with some postmodern views that musi has an inherent multimedia hara ter.
Theodor Adorno [1℄ takes a neo-Marxist so ial riti al view of musi , fo using on its roles in
onsumerism, lass di eren e, et . Despite this, one of his more philosophi al statements, that
\musi is gesture," embra es abstra tion, and many re ent omposers, in luding Igor Stravinsky,
support stronger views, in whi h musi has only abstra t musi al ontent. Su h views resemble
those of modernist movements su h as logi al positivism, whi h attempts to redu e all \meaningful"
information to abstra t logi , as well as with psy hologi al behaviorism, and with \eliminitivist"
trends whi h attempt to delete all mention of ons iousness (see Se tion 3 below). Modernist AngloAmeri an analyti philosophy in general downplays or ignores the qualitative aspe ts of experien e,
despite strong experimental eviden e of its importan e, e.g., for motivation and re all [17℄. Se tion
3.1 dis usses some ideas from phenomenology, an approa h that takes ons iousness as entral, and
Se tion 6 in ludes a ritique of ognitivism.
What seems lear from all this is that musi is one of the least settled areas of philosophy. And
of ourse Western views are not the only ones available; deep and interesting ideas an be found in
many non-Western traditions, in luding those of China, Japan, and Bali. Moreover, even within
the Western tradition, mu h of value an be learned from su h often ignored genres as avant garde
jazz, Delta blues, hip-hop, folk musi , gospel, and heavy metal ro k.
2.2

Context, Situatedness, and Embodiment

Traditional philosophi al approa hes like those dis ussed in the previous subse tion tend to deontextualize musi . A ommon approa h is to identify a musi al obje t with some purely formal
entity, whi h ne essarily omits an enormous amount of relevant information. For example, no
trans ription, not even a spe tral analysis, let alone a s ore, an apture all the nuan es of an
a tual performan e, whi h will in lude parti ular mediations by parti ular musi ians, musi al instruments, listeners, and rooms. The philosophi al error that underlies su h mistakes resembles
3
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that of mathemati al Platonism, in whi h a trans endental ontologi al status is laimed for mathemati al obje ts. Moreover, an emphasis on formal notation ne essarily downgrades traditions, su h
as ontemporary jazz, in whi h improvisation has great importan e.
One approa h to avoiding su h problems is to reify the notion of ontext. But resear hers in
what we may all phenomenologi al so iology, for example, in ethnomethodology [69, 28℄, emphasize
that ontext is dynami ally emergent from a tivity, rather than xed, de nable in advan e, formally
representable, or separable from a tivity. Thus one should speak of situated a tions, or o asions of
a tion, rather than of ontextualized representations, be ause neither situations nor their ontexts
are spe i able, representable, stable, or separable from their a tual uses. For example, when a
ontemporary omposer like Toru Takemitsu quotes Debussy, even if some measures are identi al,
the e e t is radi ally di erent from the original; and similarly when Hans Werner Henze quotes
Cuban folk songs or Monteverdi. Even in a Mozart piano sonata, the se ond entran e of a theme
an have a very di erent e e t from the rst.
Paul Dourish [23℄ gives an insightful dis ussion of ontext in onne tion with urrent trends
towards ubiquitous or \ ontext aware" omputing; the problem addressed by this eld is how to
use powerful new sensor te hnologies to make omputational systems more responsive to their
users' physi al and so ial settings, as those users move through and modify these settings. This
has turned out to be unexpe tedly diÆ ult, and Dourish laims this is essentially for reasons like
those des ribed above.
Musi al Platonism, s ore nominalism, ognitivism, and modernist approa hes in general, all
assume the prima y of representation, and hen e all ounder for similar reasons. Context is ru ial
to interpretation, but it is determined as part of the pro ess of interpretation, not independently
or in advan e of it. Certain elements are re ognized as the ontext of what is being interpreted,
while others be ome part of the emergent musi al \obje t" itself, and still others are deemed
irrelevant. Moreover, the elements involved and their status an hange very rapidly. Thus, every
performan e is uniquely situated, for both performers and listeners, in what may be very di erent
ways. In parti ular, every performan e is embodied, in the sense that very parti ular aspe ts
of ea h parti ipant are deeply impli ated in the pro esses of interpretation, potentially in luding
their auditory apabilities, lothing, ompanions, musi al skills, prior musi al experien es, impli it
so ial beliefs (e.g., that opera is high status, or that punk hallenges mainstream values), spatial
lo ation, et ., and ertainly not ex luding their reasons for being there at all (this is onsistent
with the ultural histori al approa h of Lev Vygotsky [77℄). More than that, parti ipants ena t,
or a tively onstru t, the ontext of musi al experien e, sometimes quite visibly so, as in ro k
on erts and karaoke parties, e.g., with shouts of en ouragement or disparagement. David Sudnow
gives an insightful ethnomethodologi al des ription of learning to play jazz piano, emphasizing the
role of the body (hen e its title, Ways of the Hand [70℄).
Most s ienti studies of art are problemati for similar reasons. In parti ular, the third person,
obje tive perspe tive of s ien e requires a stable olle tion of \obje ts" to be used as \data,"
whi h therefore be ome de ontextualized, with their situatedness, embodiment, and intera tive
so ial nature ignored. Moreover, any hoi e of a xed dataset ne essarily makes some arbitrary
presuppositions about the nature of what is analyzed. For example, typi al textbooks on harmony
deal ex lusively with traditional Western lassi al musi , e.g., [2℄, as do typi al arti ial intelligen e
proje ts, e.g., Gerhard Widmer [79℄ uses ele troni trans riptions of performan es of Mozart piano
sonatas as data. In the visual arts, Rama handran and Hirstein [65℄ use opti al illusions and
lassi al Indian eroti art as data, while Zeki uses mainly Renaissan e and early modern art [82℄,
and Taylor lassi es the drip art of Ja kson Pollo k using fra tal dimension [72℄. Although ertainly
valuable in their own domains, one should be autious about generalizing the on lusions of su h
studies, parti ularly for ontemporary art, a major theme of whi h has been to question what art
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is, and to explore its boundaries [35℄.
This paper draws on data from both s ien e and phenomenology, in a spirit similar the \neurophenomenology" of Fran is o Varela [74℄, as a way to re on ile rst and third person perspe tives,
by allowing ea h to impose onstraints upon the other. Su h approa hes a knowledge that the rst
and third person perspe tives reveal two very di erent domains, neither of whi h an be redu ed
to the other, but they also deny that these domains are in ompatible. It is important to note
that phenomenology is not merely a more dis iplined form of introspe tion, but rather attempts
to enhan e sensitivity to ordinary experien e, without distortion aused by separation from its
natural ontext4 . The approa h of this paper goes beyond that of Varela in the following ways:
(1) it admits not just neuros ien e, but also the third person perspe tives of other s ien es, espeially evolution, as well as of riti al studies in the arts and humanities; (2) it takes a ount of
the \se ond person" perspe tive of so iety, in the style illustrated by Se tion 5; and (3) it pla es
greater emphasis on the lived experien e and personal transformation of s ientists, te hnologists,
riti s, et .5 . The intention of this approa h is to advan e s ienti knowledge, te hni al pra ti e,
personal awareness, and the health of so iety. I propose to all it the fourth person method or
perspe tive, sin e it en ompasses the rst, se ond, and third person perspe tives, and be ause of
an analogy with the \fourth moment," whi h is des ribed at the end of Se tion 6. This paper illustrates the appli ation of this approa h to musi , in whi h all three perspe tives play an important
role. It seems to me that su h an approa h is quite natural, sin e it is what many of us do anyway,
and hen e it does not require any elaborate methodologi al justi ation. However, the fa t that it
hallenges some deeply entren hed stri tures of onventional s ien e, does raise issues that require
further dis ussion, although this paper is not the right pla e to do it.

3 Musi al Qualia
Listeners generally onsider the qualitative feel of musi to be its essen e and its hief attra tion,
emotion of ourse being a prime example. But as noted in the previous se tion, many philosophers
ignore the qualitative aspe t of experien e, and some even deny its existen e. When it is admitted
that experien e is not just per eptual and on eptual, a ommon approa h is to \bra ket" or exile
the qualitative aspe ts, and on entrate attention on aspe ts that are redu ible to s ienti analysis,
whi h for musi would in lude duration in millise onds, intensity in de ibels, and spe tral analysis
of timbres; the re al itrant residua are then dubbed \qualia" and thereafter largely ignored. Under
this view, qualia are what's left after the obje tive aspe ts are subtra ted (a variant is that qualia
are what's left after intentionality is subtra ted { see [14℄ for a relatively lear exposition of this
and related issues). The resulting residual ategory6 ould in lude non- on eptual asso iations,
emotional ontent, et . Examples from per eption are often given, sin e what we per eive often
di ers signi antly from what physi al instruments reveal as obje tive. Perhaps the most ommonly
used example is the \redness of red"; some others are the spe ial qualities of a slowly bent major
to minor third, the smell of onion, and the blueness of sky. Of ourse any pie e of musi is an
example, although the philosophi al literature tends to shy away from examples having strong
emotional onnotations.
4
Sin e training in phenomenologi al observation is diÆ ult to obtain, Buddhist meditation is often mentioned as
an alternative, whi h moreover has a good tra k re ord in anti ipating results from ognitive s ien e (see Se tion 6).
5
Our method also di ers from the \heterophenomenology" of Dennett [20℄, though this dis ussion lies outside the
s ope of this paper.
6
Residual ategories often have a spe ial so iologi al avor, as \the other," whi h is partially unknown, partially
feared, partially valorized, and always ambiguous. Examples less esoteri than qualia in lude ra ial and ethni
minorities, new diseases, and in some ir les, ons iousness itself.
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A diÆ ulty with qualia advo a y is that it tends to reify qualia, giving them independent existen e as Platoni entities, and introdu ing a fundamental ontologi al distin tion between subje tive
and obje tive aspe ts of experien e. For example, David Chalmers [11℄ laims there are two fundamental \world substan es," matter and information. It seems to me that su h approa hes are
what Daniel Dennett [19℄ argues against, although he is sometimes a used of arguing against the
existen e of qualitative experien e as su h. A genuine eliminitivist is Fran is Cri k (of DNA fame),
who wrote \You're nothing but a pa k of neurons" [15℄; see also [12℄. One motivation for qualia
is to hallenge dominant redu tionist paradigms of neuros ien e, analyti philosophy, and experimental psy hology. For example, Chalmers [11℄ poses what he alls \the hard problem," whi h is
to explain qualia in the language of the hard s ien es, his presumption being that this may not
be possible. We argue that ognitive and qualitative aspe ts of experien e are inseparable, even
though rst and third person approa hes arti ially separate them.
Whatever approa h is taken, qualia are often onsidered to be atomi , i.e., non-redu ible, or
without onstituent parts, in harmony with do trines of logi al positivism, e.g., as often attributed
to Wittgenstein's Tra tatus [80℄. Though I have never seen it stated quite so baldly, the theory
(but perhaps \belief" is a better term, sin e it is so often impli it) seems to be that qualia atoms
are ompletely independent from elements of per eption and ognition, but somehow ombine
with them to give mole ules of experien e. For example, this view an be inferred from standard
musi al notation, where the qualitative, or \expressive," aspe ts are given in natural language,
typi ally Italian (e.g., \dolorisimo," \fantasti o," \ on spirito"), whereas pit h and duration are
given in an abstra t symboli language7 . Interestingly, tempo o upies an intermediate position,
with both kinds of notation in a tive use, though musi ians often interpret even quite pre ise
tempo markings (in beats per minute) as if they were qualitative. Moreover, volume (intensity)
markings are also intermediate, the notation used onsisting of ontra tions of natural language
(again from Italian) rather than pre ise de ibel levels. Contemporary lassi al musi elaborates
these onventions in numerous ways, with varying degrees of su ess, usually to give omposers
more ontrol over performers; for example, the Italian ontemporary lassi al omposer Luigi Nono
distinguishes numerous kinds of fermata8 in some of his s ores. It is easy to nd examples of nonatomi musi al qualia, having a feeling tone that are not simple ombinations of the feeling tones
of their onstituents; this means that qualia are non- ompositional. For example, a minor triad
has a feeling that annot be inferred by listening to its three notes on three suÆ iently separated
o asions.
The view of this paper, whi h is in uen ed by phenomenology, espe ially that of Edmund
Husserl [49℄ and Martin Heidegger [47℄, is that qualia are not separable from experien e, and that
experien e is primary. Given this view, it is onvenient to use the word \quale" to emphasize
that we address this primary experiential dimension, rather than obje tive measurements, and to
informally de ne \qualia" as ons ious experien es having unity9 and duration. This de nition
does not separate \subje tive" aspe ts from some other, allegedly \obje tive" aspe ts: we ould
perhaps say that it views everything as subje tive, but it would be mu h better to say that we
onsider the distin tion meaningless at this level of analysis. This approa h to qualia es apes
riti isms like those advan ed by Dennett [19℄. A tually, our view of the nature of qualia is su h
that it is more appropriate to model the produ tion of qualia than it is to de ne qualia; see the
developments in Se tion 4.3.
Musi al pra ti e on rms that separation of quantitative and qualitative aspe ts is illusory,
a matter of notational onvenien e and tradition, not an inherent property of musi itself. For
7

But this notation is somewhat i oni , in the te hni al sense of Charles Sanders Peir e [63℄.
These are rests of free duration.
9
In the sense of being experien ed as whole, even though possibly also experien ed as having distinguishable parts.
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example, the same written phrase is performed in a very di erent way if it o urs in a Mozart s ore
or a Count Basie s ore, and experien ed listeners an easily dete t many variants even within a
single genre, as well as very many genres, realized for example through small variations in timing
(e.g., Kansas City swing, Mersey beat, and Afro-Cuban bebop).
Here are some further urious properties of musi al qualia: Small hanges an have huge e e ts,
e.g., hanging one note of a traditional diatoni melody by a quarter tone. Also, the same quale
may have omponents of many di erent kinds; for example, the uplifted feeling of the nal horus
in the Gloria of Ba h's B Minor Mass arises from a very omplex intera tion of melody, harmony,
voi ing/or hestration, tempo hanges, key hanges, and dynami s10. Moreover, temporally prior
qualia may be appropriated (depending on salien y), thus violating overly simple ideas about the
temporal linearity of per eption; for example, in a rapid hromati run, most notes will lose their
identity, ex ept (potentially) the rst and last. Ambiguities very possible, and are often exploited by
omposers, e.g., in false endings. There are also important large grain e e ts, su h as similarity and
ontrast in the development se tion of a lassi al sonata. A parti ularly interesting phenomenon
is when some material \jumps" from being a sequen e to being the operation of a pro ess; my
favorite example o urs in the third pie e of Anton Webern's Five Pie es for Or hestra, opus 10,
when a sequen e of irregular per ussive sounds is suddenly per eived as the errati operation of
some malfun tioning devi e, su h as a broken lo k; however, qualia within the y les still retain
individuality. Su h phenomena demonstrate that qualia are far from being atomi or ompositional,
and hen e far from being Cartesian, in the sense of Des artes' Dis ourse on Method [21℄, whi h
re ommends analyzing phenomena into \as many parts as possible," ea h of whi h is \ lear and
distin t," and then \gradually and by degrees rea hing towards more omplex knowledge"11 .
Musi al qualia provide on rete ounter-examples to ertain philosophi al positions, in luding
Brentano's thesis on intentionality, whi h (under some interpretations, e.g., [14℄) holds that every
thought has an intentional omponent, some \thing" that it is about. For, although some musi al
thoughts are \about" something (e.g., Roman fountains), most are not, unless perhaps a very
broad notion of \about" is allowed, whi h in ludes intra-musi al relationships, sin e most musi al
thoughts are only about other aspe ts of musi . In addition, the end of Se tion 3.1 refutes some of
Hume's views on time [48℄. Se tion 6 dis usses some further dis on rmations and impli ations.
3.1

Time Cons iousness

The subje tive per eption of time, whi h is learly ru ial for musi , has been investigated deeply by
phenomenologists, espe ially Edmund Husserl, whose work makes expli it use of musi , at least as a
metaphor12 [49℄. Husserl des ribes some important ways in whi h our a tual subje tive experien e
of the three-fold division into past, present, and future di ers from the usual physi al s ienti
analysis. He observes that the ow of time is a ontinual \sinking away" into the past, and that
experien e an only o ur in the present. Thus, the past an be experien ed in the present, but
in a di erent mode from that in whi h it was originally experien ed. Husserl names this mode
retention; it allows us to distinguish present experien e from past experien e, even though both
are experien ed in the now. In addition, while listening to musi , we are onstantly anti ipating
what may ome next, a mode that Husserl names protention; this is what makes it possible for us
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In musi , \dynami s" usually refers mainly to amplitude, even though all parameters are onstantly hanging.
Although Des artes did not treat qualia as su h, nor did he name his smallest parts atoms, it seems fair to say
that his lear des ription of his method, and his very impressive appli ation of it in redu ing geometry to arithmeti
with Cartesian oordinates, were enormously in uential for all subsequent philosophy of s ien e, whi h often impose
a stri ter interpretation than was probably intended by Des artes.
12
Given the methods of phenomenology, it is likely that Husserl a tually used musi in these investigations.
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to experien e qualia of surprise. Note that protention is not symmetri al with retention: it does not
provide a single \image" of what is oming, but rather a omplex network of expe tations about
what might ome.
Husserl's observations on retention are on rmed by re ent resear h on temporal ognition of
musi [66℄, identifying a pre- ons ious bu er of about 10 se onds. This bu er orresponds to what
Husserl alls fresh memory13, and it di ers from the more familiar short term memory and long
term memory, in that it is not ons ious, i.e., it works whether or not we are aware of it (though
ons ious attention may make it work better). Of ourse, the traditional short and long term
memories also play important roles in musi , allowing us to re ognize themes that re ur in a pie e,
and pie es that we have previously heard. Note that rei ation through repetition of a sequen e to
a pro ess works best if the sequen e is short enough to t into the fresh memory bu er, espe ially
if there are ontinual variations, as in the third pie e of Webern's opus 10. There do not yet appear
to be any neuro- ognitive studies of protention.
For Husserl, \obje tive moments" of time are not pre-determined, but rather, obje ts-in-time
arise through pro esses of retention and protention. His goal was to dis over the origin of time, and
these pro esses are his answer. Our observations on musi al qualia demonstrate that only ertain
salient on gurations of obje ts and relations be ome so solidi ed, and that it is this solidi ation
that reates apparent \moments" in time; other less salient on gurations are less solidi ed, and less
likely to be retained or \obje ti ed" as events. Moreover, these moments, unlike those of physi s,
have duration, or are \temporally thi k," sin e they relate to real events whi h take time to pro ess
(the pro essing time is about one tenth of a se ond, but varies onsiderably with onditions). In
addition, relationships that hold a salient on guration together are retained in memory with their
salient onstituents, and their qualia. Indeed, there is mu h experimental eviden e that qualia,
at least emotional qualia, fun tion as \indi es" for the retrieval of memories, as well as playing
important roles in many other mental pro esses, in luding reasoning, e.g., see [16, 17℄. Husserl
does not dis uss qualia, but our musi al observations shows that only salient per eptions be ome
phenomenologi al events, and that only these have an asso iated qualia; we will argue in Se tion
4.3 that this has to do with protention and anti ipation.
These observations also dis on rm aspe ts of David Hume's pointilist theory of time [48℄. Hume
was right that time onsists of dis rete episodes, but wrong that these are dis rete point-like instants, sin e musi al qualia are learly \temporally thi k," i.e., have durations that annot meaningfully be broken into points; moreover, it is easy to nd musi al examples in whi h an event has
ill-de ned or gradual onset and/or on lusion (e.g., in group improvisations by the Art Ensemble
of Chi ago). Alfred North Whitehead [78℄ is another philosopher in this ategory. His notions of
prehension and on res en e, and his \epo hal" theory of time, have similarities with Husserl and
with the theory of qualia in this paper. Nor should we fail to mention William James [50℄, whose
pres ent ideas are further brie y dis ussed in Se tion 6.
Jun Tani [71℄ observed that during a sensory-motor learning task, a simulated robot with a
ertain hierar hi al neural net ar hite ture exhibited transitions between phases of oheren e and
in oheren e in its anti ipation of per eptions, where the resulting oherent hunks orrespond to the
stru ture of the task. Tani relates this to Husserl's phenomenology of time, in that the hunks are
\immanent" for the robot. Varela [75℄ also studied some onne tions between ognitive neuros ien e
and Husserl's phenomenology of time, in part as an illustration of the neurophenomenologi al
method introdu ed in [74℄.
13
A usual term for it in psy hology is \sensory memory." Note also that short term auditory memory is about 30
se onds (unless refreshed by repetition), and thus is quite distin t from sensory memory.
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4 New Models for Understanding Musi
This se tion suggests that we an better understand what it means to understand musi by onstru ting models of how we understand musi . Like all models, ours will be partial des riptions
onstru ted for parti ular purposes, but also, sin e they are mathemati al models, they an be
more pre ise, and more falsi able, than more traditional philosophi al or musi ologi al theories.
Our approa h is intended to apply to ontemporary musi al manifestations, su h as noise musi ,
digital multimedia produ tions, free jazz improvisation, musi s ulptures, environmental musi , et .
Though more rigorous, the theory has many points of onta t with the innovative work of Leonard
Meyer [56℄, parti ularly regarding the importan e of anti ipation in musi , and an even be seen as
an attempt to update Meyer's work; however, our approa h also di ers in some signi ant ways,
parti ularly its te hni al ma hinery for handling stru ture and hierar hi al omplexity. There are
of ourse many other mathemati al approa hes to musi , e.g., see the olle tion [5℄, though usually
they are limited to lassi al musi , and often have a Platonist philosophy.
4.1

Metaphor and Blending

Resear h in ognitive linguisti s by George Lako and others under the banner of \ on eptual
metaphor theory" (abbreviated \CMT") has greatly deepened our understanding of metaphor
[54, 53℄, showing that many metaphors ome in families, alled image s hemas, that share a
ommon pattern. One example is better is up, as in \I'm feeling up today," or \He's moving up
into management," or \His goals are higher than that." Some image s hemas, in luding this one,
are grounded in the human body14 and are alled basi image s hemas; they tend to yield the
most persuasive metaphors. Su h image s hemas do o ur in musi ; for example, an angeli hoir
with high voi es instantiates the better is up s hema.
Fau onnier and Turner [26, 27℄ have studied blending, or on eptual integration, laiming
it is a basi human ognitive operation, invisible and e ortless, but nonetheless fundamental and
pervasive, appearing in the onstru tion and understanding of metaphors, as well as in many other
ognitive phenomena, in luding grammar and reasoning. Many simple examples are blends of
two words, su h \houseboat," \roadkill," \jazz piano," \ omputer virus," \ lassi al omposer,"
and \melodramati ondu tor." To explain su h phenomena, blending theory (abbreviated \BT")
posits that on epts ome in lusters, alled on eptual spa es, whi h onsist of ertain items and
ertain relations that hold among them. Su h spa es are relatively small, transitory onstru ts,
sele ted on the y from larger domains, to meet an immediate need, su h as understanding a
parti ular phrase or senten e. However, we do not assume that they are ne essarily the minimal
su h spa es needed to understand a given blend, sin e that an only be determined after the
blend has been understood. Moreover, di erent blends may omit di erent elements of the input
spa es, and it may also be ne essary to re ruit additional information from other spa es in order
to understand a blend. The abstra t mathemati al stru ture of a on eptual spa e onsists of a set
of atomi elements together with a set of relation instan es among those elements [34℄; of ourse,
su h a representation ne essarily omits the qualitative, experiential aspe ts of what is represented
(the qualia). Con eptual mappings are partial fun tions from the item and relation instan es of
one spa e to those of another, and on eptual integration networks are networks of on eptual
spa es and mappings that are to be blended together.
14
The sour e up is grounded in our experien e of gravity, and the s hema itself is grounded in everyday experien es,
su h as that when there is more beer in a glass, or more peanuts in a pile, the level goes up, and that this is a state
we often prefer; therefore the image s hema more is up, dis ussed in [53℄, is even more basi .
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The simplest blends15 have the form of Figure 1, where I1 and I2 are alled the input spa es,
B is alled the blend spa e, and G the generi spa e; the latter ontains on eptual stru ture
that is shared by the two input spa es16 . A blendoid of I1 ; I2 over G onsists of a spa e B
together with on eptual mappings I1 ! B , I2 ! B , and G ! B . There may be many su h
blendoids, but relatively few are likely to be interesting. Therefore additional prin iples are needed
for identifying the most interesting possibilities, so that we an de ne a blend to be a blendoid that
is optimal with respe t to these prin iples. Fau onnier and Turner suggest a number of \optimality
prin iples" that serve this purpose (see Chapter 16 of [27℄), but they are too vague to be easily
formalized. A tentative and diÆ ult but pre ise mathemati al approa h is given in Appendix B of
[40℄, based on a modi ation of the ategory theoreti notion of \pushout" [55℄; this modi ation
takes advantage of an ordering relation on morphisms, with respe t to their quality, as dis ussed
in [34℄. The intuition is that nothing an be added to or subtra ted from su h an optimal blendoid
without violating onsisten y or simpli ity in some way. However, there an still be more than one
blend in this sense, as an example dis ussed below will make very lear. It should also be noted
that this notion of blend easily generalizes to any number of semioti spa es, and even to arbitrary
diagrams of semioti spa es and morphisms, for whi h there are many signi ant appli ations.
Thus, the emphasis on double s ope blending in [27℄ seems somewhat out of pla e in algebrai
semioti s, be ause its major appli ations typi ally involve multiple \s opes" arising from multiple
spa es and morphisms among them.
B

 6I

I1

I



 I2


G

Figure 1: A Blend Diagram
It has perhaps not been suÆ iently emphasized in the BT literature that blending does not
always give a unique result. For example, the following are four di erent blends of on eptual
spa es for \house" and \boat": houseboat; boathouse; amphibious RV; and boat for moving houses.
The last may be a bit surprising, but I on e saw su h a boat in Oban, S otland, transporting
prefabri ated homes to a nearby island. There are also some other, even less obvious blends [38℄.
The CMT view of metaphor asso iates aspe ts of one domain to another, and des ribes this
asso iation using a mapping, of whi h the target domain on erns what the metaphor is \about."
On the other hand, BT views metaphors as \ ross-spa e mappings" that arise from blending oneptual spa es extra ted from the domains involved. For example, the metaphor \my love is a rose"
arises from blending on eptual spa es for \my love" and \rose," su h that the identi ation of
15
This diagram is \upside down" from that used by Fau onnier and Turner, in that our arrows go up, with the
generi G on the bottom, and the blend B on the top. This is due to a pervasive and natural duality between theories
and models, in the sense that these terms are used in mathemati al logi ; see Se tion 4.2 for further dis ussion. Our
onvention is also onsistent with the way that su h diagrams are usually drawn in mathemati s, as well as with the
image s hema more is up (sin e B is \more"). Also, Fau onnier and Turner do not in lude the map G B .
16
However, [34℄ uses the term \base spa e", be ause it is more des riptive of how this spa e is used in appli ations
to user interfa e design.
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the two items \love" and \rose" in the blend spa e gives rise to a orresponden e between ertain
items in the rose spa e and the target love spa e. Su h metaphori blends are asymmetri , in
that as mu h as possible of the target spa e is imported into the blend spa e, whereas only key
aspe ts from the sour e spa e, asso iated with elements that have been identi ed with elements of
the target spa e, are imported, e.g., sweet smell and attra tive olor; moreover, names from the top
spa e take pre eden e over those in the sour e spa e, so that relations in the sour e spa e be ome
\attributed" to items in the target spa e. Our approa h di ers from orthodox BT not only in that
we allow many more kinds of stru ture in our spa es (as dis ussed below in Se tion 4.2), but also
in that we do not rst onstru t a minimal image in the blend spa e and then \proje t" that same
material ba k to the target spa e, but instead, we build the entire result stru ture in the blend
spa e. Thus it is not the ase for us that, in forming the blend, elements are preferentially omitted
from the target spa e, only to be restored upon proje tion, as with the pro edure des ribed in [44℄.
Sin e CMT has been mainly on erned with families of metaphors having a shared pattern, whereas
BT has been more on erned with how novel metaphors an be understood, the two theories are
ompatible, and an both play a role in understanding omplex language. This and related issues
are dis ussed with many interesting details in [44℄.
The on eptual spa es, mappings and blending of ognitive linguisti s seem well adapted for
treating many aspe ts of literature, as in [73℄, as well as some re ent trends in art, in luding
(the very aptly named) on eptual art movement, and with the on eptual aspe ts of works in
many other styles, whi h are often designed to provoke on eptual on i ts or to for e unusual
on eptual blends. One important appli ation is the ombination of musi and lyri s, as skillfully
studied using ross-domain mappings by Lawren e Zbikowski [81℄. However, the framework seems
too restri ted for studying blending within musi , e.g., harmony, polyphony, polyrhythm, et .,
be ause musi al stru ture is inherently hierar hi al, and hen e annot be adequately des ribed
using only atomi elements and relation instan es among them. Understanding how a parti ular
melody, hord sequen e, and rhythm an work together requires lose attention to the omponent
notes, phrases, hords and beats, as well as to their sub omponents. Fortunately, it appears that
the added generality of semioti spa es and semioti morphisms, as sket hed in the next subse tion,
is adequate for su h purposes. In the UCSD Meaning and Computation Lab, Fox Harrell and I
have an experimental blending algorithm, whi h has generated novel metaphors used, whi h in turn
were used in generating poems [38℄.
4.2

Semioti

Spa es and Stru tural Blending

Before introdu ing algebrai semioti s and stru tural blending, it is good to be lear about their
philosophi al orientation. The reason for taking spe ial are with this is that, in Western ulture,
mathemati al formalisms are often given a status beyond what they deserve. For example, Eu lid
wrote, \The laws of nature are but the mathemati al thoughts of God." Similarly, the \situations"
in the situation semanti s of Barwise and Perry, whi h resemble on eptual spa es (but are more
sophisti ated { perhaps too sophisti ated), are onsidered to be a tually existing, ideal Platoni
entities [7℄. Somewhat less grandly, one might onsider that on eptual spa es somehow already
exist in the brain. However, the point of view of this paper is that all formalisms are onstru ted
in the ourse of some task, su h as s ienti study or engineering design, for the heuristi purpose
of fa ilitating onsideration of ertain issues in that task. Under this view, all theories are situated
so ial entities, mathemati al theories no less than others; of ourse, this does not mean that they
are not useful.
Classi al semioti s was founded by Charles Sanders Peir e [63℄ and Ferdinand de Saussure
[67℄ in the late nineteenth entury. Peir e was an Ameri an logi ian on erned with problems of
11

meaning and referen e, who on luded that these are relational rather than denotational, and who
also made an in uential distin tion among modes of referen e, as symboli , indexi al, or i oni (see
footnote 7). Saussure, a Swiss linguist, wanted to understand how features of languages relate to
meanings, and he emphasized binary features and denotational meaning. More re ent thinkers,
su h as Fren h literary theorist Roland Barthes [6℄, ombined and extended these theories, reating
a powerful language for ultural and media studies, whi h in various versions has been alled
semioti s, semiology, stru turalism, and nally post-stru turalism. However, this body of theory
la ks the mathemati al pre ision needed for s ienti analysis, and also does not address dynami
signs, so ial issues su h as arise in ollaboration, or the systemati mapping of signs in one system
to signs in another; moreover, many versions tend towards a Platonist view of signs. Algebrai
semioti s, whi h was originally developed as a foundation for user interfa e design, attempts to
over ome these problems. We now give an intuitive introdu tion to the way that it treats the
stru ture of omplex signs, su h as musi al s ores, books, and graphi al user interfa es. Details
omitted here an be found in [34, 37, 36℄; this theory originated in an early experimental study of
multimedia learning [39℄, and was adapted to user interfa e design in [32℄.
A semioti system or semioti theory onsists of: a signature, whi h gives names for
sorts17 , subsorts, and operations; some axioms; a level ordering on sorts having a maximum
element alled the top sort; and a priority ordering on the onstru tors at ea h level, where
onstru tors are operations that build new signs from given parts. Sorts lassify the parts of signs,
among whi h data sorts provide values for attributes of signs (su h as olor and size). Axioms are
onstraints on the possible signs of a system. Levels express the whole-part hierar hy of omplex
signs, whereas priorities express the relative importan e of onstru tors and their arguments; so ial
issues play an important role in determining these orderings. This approa h has a ri h mathemati al
foundation, e.g., [40, 42, 41℄, sin e a signature plus equational axioms is an algebrai theory, on
whi h there is a large literature. A theory-based approa h is preferable to a more on rete set-based
approa h, be ause it allows both multiple models and open stru ture, both of whi h are important
for appli ations. The rst means, for example, there are many ways to play a s ore, while the
se ond means that additional stru ture (su h as another movement) or onstraints (e.g., on tempo)
an be imposed at a later time. In addition, it is more natural to treat levels and priorities in
theories. Con eptual spa es orrespond to the very spe ial ase of semioti theories where there is
only one sort, there are no operations ex ept those representing atomi elements and relations, and
axioms only assert that a relation holds of ertain onstants.
Asso iated with any theory are all the stru tures ( alled models or algebras) that provide
interpretations for the things in the signature of the theory: sorts are interpreted as sets; operation
symbols are interpreted as fun tions on these sets, with onstant symbols interpreted as elements;
all in su h a way as to satisfy the axioms in the theory. The theory is thus a formal language for
talking about su h models. For example, the spa e of models for a theory of books onsists of all
books having the stru ture spe i ed in the theory. Models and theories are dual ways of looking
at the same thing, sin e asso iated with any lass of stru tures is a unique most restri tive theory
that has the given ones among its models.
Mappings between stru tures be ame in reasingly important in twentieth entury mathemati s
and its appli ations; examples in lude linear transformations (and their representations as matri es), ontinuous maps of spa es, di erentiable and analyti fun tions, group homomorphisms,
and mu h more. Mappings between sign systems are only now appearing in semioti s, as uniform
representations for signs in a sour e spa e by signs in a target spa e. Sin e we formalize sign systems as algebrai theories with additional stru ture, we should formalize semioti morphisms
17

The word \sort" is used to avoid the ambiguities of the word \type."
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as mappings of theories that preserve the additional stru ture; however, these mappings must be
partial, be ause in general, not all of the sorts, onstru tors, et . are preserved in real examples.
For example, the semioti morphism from the rose spa e to the blend spa e for the metaphor \My
love is a rose" (most likely) omits fertilizer and inse ts, while (possibly) preserving at least one of
perfume and thorns. In addition to the stru ture of algebrai theories, semioti morphisms should
also (partially) preserve the priorities and levels of the sour e spa e. The extent to whi h a morphism preserves the various features of semioti theories is an important determinant of its quality
[40℄. Semioti morphisms an also be used to relate musi to extra-musi al elements. For example,
letters of an alphabet an be asso iated with notes, so that sequen es of notes an spell names,
about whi h some information ould be given, e.g., that \ba h" is the name of a omposer who
likes su h tri ks.
The simple form of blend in Figure 1 applies just as well to semioti spa es and semioti
morphisms. In this generalization, the diagram is alled a stru tural blend diagram and B a
stru tural blend. Moreover, this also extends to diagrams with any number of semioti spa es,
and even to arbitrary diagrams of semioti spa es and morphisms, in whi h ase one may speak of
a stru tural integration network.
4.3

Stru tural Complexity, Protention and Qualia

This se tion develops a model for the understanding of musi , based on a omplexity theory for
hierar hi al stru tures that are onstru ted through sharing and transformation18 . The resulting
theory appears to apture many features of musi al qualia, as well as of Husserl's notions of retention
and protention. As before, readers should be aware that appli ations of su h a formalization should
be grounded in so ial, ognitive, and embodied reality, that no spe ial ontologi al status is laimed
for the abstra tions involved, and that it is not intended as a grand general solution to all possible
problems in the philosophy, psy hology, so iology, et . of musi , let alone of ons iousness.
Traditional Shannon information theory [68℄ has played a modest role in musi theory, but has
been rightly riti ized for its inability to move beyond lo al features (su h as so alled n-grams)
to larger grain stru tures, su h as sonata form. More fundamentally, a theory that is based on
probability ne essarily makes some very dubious assumptions about the nature of musi , su h as
that there are dis rete atomi events, having xed probabilities19. Complexity based information
theories, along lines pioneered by Andrei Kolmogorov [52℄, are more attra tive, sin e they an
potentially en ompass hierar hi al stru tures, i.e., nested whole/part hierar hies. However, they
seem unable to take a ount of features of memory like those dis ussed in Se tion 3.1.
A key on ept of [31℄ is that of an analysis or \understanding" of a system S drawn from
some given family or \spa e" of systems. Su h an analysis A is a network of omponents, whi h
yield S when ombined, where ea h omponent in A is either atomi , a ombination of other lower
level omponents in A, or else a transformation of some lower level omponent in A, where the
atomi omponents, the modes of ombination, and the allowed transformations are xed for the
given family of systems, ea h with a numberi al \weight" whi h re e ts its ognitive diÆ ulty.
For musi , the allowed omponents might be represented as fun tions from a temporal domain
into a domain of musi al notation; the set of su h fun tions forms a \spa e" alled the state
18
The theory was introdu ed in [31℄, but resear h has advan ed beyond what is des ribed there, and moreover,
some presuppositions of that paper no longer seem a eptable.
19
Though this is not, of ourse, to say that probability annot be used as a ompositional te hnique, e.g., John
Cage, Yannis Xenakis, Gyorgi Ligeti, and others have done so; but it is doubtful that most listeners attempt to infer
those te hniques from what they hear, either ons iously or un ons iously.
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spa e20 . The omplexity C (A) of an analysis A is the weighted sum of the omplexities of the

omponents of A, whi h in turn are also su h weighted sums, and so on hierar hi ally, down to some
atomi 21 elements, noting that reuse of an existing omponent or sub omponent will in general be
weighted mu h less heavily than the rst use. These weights are not probabilities, not even so
alled \subje tive" probabilities, be ause ognitive diÆ ulty is only partially determined by prior
experien e. Finally, the stru tural omplexity of S is the non-negative real number denoted
H (S ), whi h is the minimum of the omplexities C (A) of all analyses A of S . The result of analysis
is not just this number, but more signi antly, yields a simplest hierar hi al stru tural analysis A
of S (though this analysis need not be unique); this analysis reveals not only small grain stru tures,
but also large grain stru tures, as well as how all these stru tures are inter-related. Note that H (S )
is not a measure of aestheti preferen e, like that of George David Birkho [8℄.
Two unusual features of this theory are that omponents and transformations have weights, and
that some omponents may be transformations of other omponents. In its appli ation to musi ,
the weight of a transformation should be determined by its ognitive diÆ ulty. Thus, for lassi al
musi , a repeat of a (not too unwieldy) segment should have a very low additional omplexity, and
a transposition of it by a fth or a fourth should have very little more, whereas more ognitively
diÆ ult transformations, su h as retrograde inversion, should have a greater weight. Note also
that this theory is not limited to standard musi al notation; on the ontrary, entirely di erent
dimensions ould be notated for a parti ular performan e, su h as musi ian biometri s (e.g., heart
rate and posture), or audien e a ousti energy, and of ourse spe tral analyses or other less detailed
analyses of timbre.
We are working to implement an algorithm to ompute the minimum omplexity and asso iated
simplest stru tural analyses of temporal sequen es, based on te hniques of dynami and ba ktra k
programming. We found an early prototype to be very ineÆ ient in both time and spa e. However,
sin e human musi listeners, as an aid to understanding musi in real time, try to anti ipate what
might ome next, based on what they have already heard, and on ulture-spe i onventions, it is
natural to in orporate su h features into a modi ed model, and implement it for experimentation.
Let us all this model the Anti ipatory Model. It will have a memory hierar hy, with sensory,
short term, and long term omponents, where the latter in ludes templates for ulturally preferred
stru tures. The asso iated weights should orrespond to the ease of retrieving information from
the various layers of memory. For items in the sensory memory bu er, these weights should be
very low, while items in short and long term memory should have greater weight. Although these
modi ations would lead to an algorithm that is mu h more eÆ ient and loser to human listening,
the resulting stru tural analyses would be unlikely to have minimum omplexity; however, they
should be lose to minimum when the parameters and templates are a good mat h to a style of
musi . Methods for spe ifying the state spa e of possible hierar hi al des riptions of musi are
des ribed in [31℄, and are a spe ial ase of the semioti systems des ribed in Se tion 4.2. A subtle
te hni al point that we only mention here in passing, is to re on ile the set-based sheaf models of
[31℄ with the theory-based algebrai semioti s of Se tion 4.2; hidden algebra [36℄ an be used for
this purpose.
The Anti ipatory Model an be related to the phenomenology of musi listening through several
hypotheses: The rst issue, whi h we all the Main Hypothesis, is that our hiear hi al analyses,
using psy hologi ally and ulturally appropriate omponents and weights, are understandings of
works for appropriate audien es, and that a minimum omplexity analysis gives a \best" su h

20
The spa e an be onstrained by axioms that disallow some fun tions; also, multiple performers (or parts) an
be handled by letting S take values in a produ t spa e of notational hoi es.
21
These need not be atomi in the sense of having no omponent parts, but only in the sense of being treated as a
whole; for example, the opening four notes of Beethoven's fth symphony are atomi in this sense for many listeners.
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understanding, along with a pre ise stru tural analysis of the work in question. Se ond, the Qualia
Hypothesis says that the weight of a unit orresponds (inversely) to its salien y, and the salien y
of a unit gives its strength as a quale. This an explain some of the pe uliar phenomenology of
musi al qualia dis ussed in previous se tions. For example, it explains how the qualia of subphrases
an be absorbed into the qualia of larger phrases: this o urs when new units of low weight are
formed by in orporating prior material of originally higher weight. Hypothesis S says that a largegrain unit of low weight is one that is expe ted and remembered; a unit of relatively high weight
is surprising, and hen e is also remembered (though a very omplex unit may be too diÆ ult to
remember well). This agrees with Meyer's view [56℄ that anti ipation plays a key role. The relation
of these hypotheses to emotion is onsidered in Se tion 6.
The determination of salien y is of ourse an empiri al issue, and will di er not only from one
ulture to another, but also from one style to another, and even from one listener to another. Given
adequate salien y data, appropriate omponents and weights an be determined for a model, whi h
ould then be run and ompared with the judgements of real listeners (it is of ourse ne essary to
arefully design experiments for this purpose). The exibility to hoose omponents and weights
is an important feature of this approa h, and distinguishes it from doomed modernist attempts
to de ne universal aestheti measures, su h as that of George Birkho [8℄. Just to be lear, the
des ription of omponents is done using semioti spa es, and the omposition of a musi al pie e
from its omponents is a blend of those omponents, in exa tly the sense of stru tural blending that
is des ribed in Se tion 4.2. The ross-spa e mappings that result from blending are intra-musi al
metaphors, espe ially those that arise from transformations.
The Anti ipatory Model aptures aspe ts of Husserl's phenomenology of time. For example,
it has versions of both retention and protention, and the right kind of relationship between them.
It also implies Husserl's pithy observation that temporal obje ts (i.e., salient events or qualia) are
hara terized by both duration and unity. Sin e it is not useful to anti ipate details very far into the
future, be ause the number of hoi es grows very qui kly, an implementation of protention, whether
natural or arti ial, needs a stru ture to a ommodate multiple, relatively short proje tions, based
on what is now being heard, with weights that in rease with elapsed time; this is a good andidate
for implementation by a neural net of ompeting Hebbian ell assemblies, in both the human and
algorithmi instantiations, as well as robots (as in [71℄), and it also avoids relian e on old style AI
representation and planning.
The mathemati al properties of the hierar hi al omplexity measure are very pleasing: it satis es all the major equations and inequations of the lassi al Shannon information theory22 , even
though it greatly generalizes that notion, as well as generalizing Kolmogorov style omplexity notions. This generalization justi es using su h terms as \entropy" or (under a di erent metaphor)
\temperature" for H (S ), although the term \density" might be preferred by musi ologists. Moreover, olimits in the sense of ategory theory [55℄ are involved in the omposition of hierar hi al
systems [31℄, in the blending of on eptual spa es, and more generally, of semioti systems [34℄.
The onditional omplexity fun tion, denoted H (S 0 jS ), intuitively measures the additional
e ort needed to understand S 0 given that S is already understood [31℄, or the novelty of S 0 relative
to S ; it provides a model for the ognitive distan e23 from S to S 0 . In the ase of musi where
S 0 ; S are temporal series, S might be an intital segment of S 0 . Protention attempts to predi t an
extension S 0 of S out to some limit Æ. Given a pie e using some xed elements, transformations,
22

However, these relations will only be approximately satis ed for the Anti ipatory Model.
Stri tly speaking, it provides a quasi-pseudo-metri , sin e H (S S ) is not symmetri , i.e., sometimes H (S S ) =
H (S S ), and in general it also fails to satisfy the property H (S S ) = 0 i
S = S , although it does satisfy this when
restri ted to series of the same length, in whi h ase it gives a quasi-metri , whi h an then be symmetrized to yield
a proper metri , d(S ; S ) = max H (S S ); H (S S ) .
23
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and weights, a omplexity pro le is determined for the pie e, '(S; t) = H (S t jS t Æ ), where S t
denotes an initial segment of S up to time t, and Æ is a bu er size; intuitively, ' is intended to
measure the ognitive e ort required to understand the stru ture of the pie e at ea h moment t.
Sharp variations in '(S; t) will orrespond to the boundaries of important stru tural units. For
example, in an AABA form, there will be a sharp drop in omplexity at the boundary between the
rst and se ond A unit, and a sharp rise at the boundary between the se ond A and the B unit. Of
ourse, the exa t values will depend on what material is en oded in the des ription S of the pie e,
for example, whether mi ro-tonal and mi ro-timbral in e tions are in luded.
Among many other on epts that an be de ned within this theory, a measure of how mu h one
stru ture S 0 resembles another S , given by r(S 0 ; S ) = H (S 0 jS )=H (S ), seems relevant for thinking
about improvisation, where S 0 ; S are segments over the same temporal interval, produ ed by two
di erent improvisers, sin e r measures the extent to whi h one musi ian is following, or is being
in uen ed by, the other. This resemblan e measure is not symmetri , and hen e is loser to our
intuition for this appli ation than the usual statisti al on ept of orrelation, whi h is symmetri al.
Two other important on epts generalizing lassi al Shannon theory, are the mutual information
of S 0 and S , de ned by I (S 0 ; S ) = H (S 0 ) H (S 0 jS ), and the joint information of S 0 and S , denoted
H (S 0 ; S ), de ned to be the minimum omplexity required to realize both S and S 0 . Mutual and
joint information are both symmetri in their two arguments; see [31℄ for more detail, in luding
proofs of these and other equalities and inequalities familiar from the Shannon theory. Another
interesting notion for exploration is the omplexity di eren e between the anti ipated and the
a tual ontinuation of a segment, sin e this measures the \surprise" of the a tual ontinuation.
We intend to use the Anti ipatory Algorithm in some omputational experiments, to validate
the assumptions behind it on real musi al examples. We will begin with simple examples, and then
building on that experien e, gradually move to more and more omplex examples. We have already
studied some simple melodies (e.g., nursery rhymes) in [31℄, and will work our way up, with (for
example) Charlie Parker solos as an intermediate step, towards ontemporary group improvised
musi , some qualitative aspe ts of whi h are explored in work with David Borgo [10℄, as brie y
dis ussed at the end of Se tion 5. It would also be interesting to analyze some of the examples used
by Meyer [56℄. This experimental programme should raise interesting hallenges for the theory, and
thus stimulate its further development. Some of those hallenges will undoubtedly involve qualia.
Our omplexity based approa h an be extended to more dire tly address dynami aspe ts of
musi , by viewing the spa e of pie es as a dynami al system24 , with onditional omplexity H (S 0 jS )
providing a notion of distan e (see footnote 23) and with the omplexity pro le ' as a potential
or energy fun tion, so that notions like urvature, basin of attra tion, and saddle point be ome
meaningful. Here are some examples of dynami al systems on epts that orrespond to musi al
on epts: a basin of attra tion is a region of low energy; a dire tion of motion (given by a tangent
ve tor to a pie e) is similar to the notion of \gesture" as used in musi ology; omplexity is similar
to what is often alled \density" in musi ; and phase transitions orrespond to signi ant hanges
in the texture of segments. Note that the Anti ipatory Model should be used, sin e the omplexity
measures are used to extrapolate along a given path, and that one an apply the same ideas to
proje tions of the state spa e onto some lower dimensional spa e; with an appropriate hoi e of
oordinates, this ould give an interesting phase spa e for some lass of pie es.
24
This refers to a lass of mathemati al models of omplex systems having origins mainly in physi s, but with
appli ations to many areas, in luding multimedia [4℄. We will use terminology from this area; e.g., see [3℄ for a
pre ise but relatively readable exposition. Due to their omplexity, further details of this approa h are deferred to a
future paper; moreover, realizing its full potential will require non-trivial additions, su h as extending the hierar hi al
omplexity theory to ontinuous systems.
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5 The So ial Life of Musi
Many writers have addressed the so ial aspe ts of musi , among whom one might parti ularly
mention Theodor Adorno [1℄; of ourse, musi is irredu ibly so ial, and there is little reason to
belabor this point here. However, it seems worth raising two issues whi h further illuminate some
previous dis ussion in this paper. The rst is improvisation, whi h draws on an essay by an
improviser (Ryoko Goguen) on a parti ular performan e (at whi h this author was also present),
given in Appendix A. The se ond issue is the evolution of musi al notation, with some emphasis
on the values that this reveals.
Improvisation hallenges notions of musi as pre-existing ideal form, as s ore, or as a set of
performan es. Every improvisation is unique, and is uniquely tied to the parti ular environment
in whi h it o urred. Thus, for the improvisation dis ussed in Appendix A, the lo ation in Vienna,
the start of the Iraq invasion, the atmosphere of a university seminar, the audien e of advan ed
musi students, and the sophisti ated hosts, all played important roles in what was performed, how
it was performed, and how it was re eived. Even exa tly the same a ousti energy in a di erent
environment would have been a di erent event, e.g., onsider a afe, a night lub, and a street
orner; and no doubt, ea h su h hange of environment would also hange the performan e. When
a similar seminar was given at a di erent university in Vienna a few days later, already the feeling
of the war was di erent, the audien e was di erent (there were many undergraduate arts majors),
the room was di erent ( rowded), and so of ourse, the performan e was di erent25 .
This has profound impli ations for qualia: the qualitative feeling of musi (or of anything else)
is not just ognitive, it is also so ial. As anyone suÆ iently experien ed with improvisation knows,
qualia arise in intera tion with other musi ians, the audien e, the room (its parti ular a ousti s,
e.g., its resonant frequen ies), the nature of the invitation to perform, the history of other performan es in similar ir umstan es, and more, mu h more. As Ryoko wrote, \improvisation is
inter onne tion." In the te hni al language of Se tion 2.2, qualia are situated, and that situatedness is not just ognitive, or even embodied, it is ena ted: Qualia are ena ted in parti ular
performan es; they annot be separated from the dynami s of those performan es, and from everything that ontributes to those dynami s. Following Vygotsky [77℄, we would espe ially mention
material mediation (e.g., instruments, s ores, gestures by musi ians, and sound itself), and ultural,
histori al development, in luding the stylisti expe tations residing in long term memory, whi h
will of ourse hange as listening experien e a umulates.
Turning to the se ond topi , the notation of Western lassi al musi has an interesting evolution,
with a lear progression towards exer ising more ontrol over performers. Early musi notation did
not even spe ify duration, let alone amplitude, whereas some re ent notation attempts to spe ify
various aspe ts of intonation, although this an be very diÆ ult, as the subtle in e tions of jazz
musi ians su h as Miles Davis make espe ially (and very beautifully) lear. Also, re all our earlier
mention of Nono's fermata.
Notation is never value neutral: it involves hoi es of what to notate, that is, of what is
important; even the hoi e to notate involves the value of exer ising ertain forms of ontrol over
performers. The situation is similar for trans ription, and even for analysis, be ause an analyst
must make value-laden hoi es of what to analyze, how to analyze it, and how to report the
results, among other things. For example, spe tral analysis involves the value hoi e of leaving out
performer intera tions. However, this does not mean it is ne essary to be ome hopelessly mired in
a swamp of relativity. One an always speak in one's own voi e, from one's one values, and one
25

A reader who has pondered Se tion 4.3 might wonder how audien e, room a ousti s, et . ould enter into the
Anti ipatory Model to a e t its \listening." The answer is rather simple: an audien e an be trans ribed as if it were
one of the musi ians, and related to other time-varying parameters by appropriate omponents and weights.
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an also ompare various forms of analysis, and use that to help infer their values. One approa h
is to expose some details that are ignored by some form of analyses, but that are important for
\alternative" forms of musi (note the highly value-laden use of the term \alternative"!). For
example, one might use losely timed sequen es of spe tral analyses instead of trans ription as a
basis for examining some ne details of pit h, intonation, et . Of ourse any dis ussion of su h
data is itself a form of trans ription, whi h again ne essarily involves value hoi es.
Similar onsiderations apply to stru ture, whi h also en odes values, sin e de iding what ounts
as stru ture is a value-laden hoi e. For example, any preferen e between symmetry and asymmetry
is value-laden, and even what ounts as symmetry is ulturally determined. The histori al trend
towards ever more pre ise notation, and the on omitant downgrading of improvisation within the
lassi al tradition, attest to an ongoing devaluation of qualitative aspe ts of experien e, in favor of
more quantitative aspe ts, and this orrelates with some of the philosophi al movements dis ussed
earlier in this paper. Qualia represent a kind of rebellion against all this, manifesting not only in
philosophy, but also as a kind of so ial movement, e.g., [57℄. But despite all this, it should ertainly
not be thought that qualia are in ompatible with te hni al progress or with mathemati al models;
as suggested in Se tions 4.2 and 4.3, su h te hniques an be used to model qualia, and to explore
their properties in greater depth.
An interesting hypothesis is that good jazz improvisation involves forms of large grain stru ture
that di er from those of lassi al musi , and if so, we an hope for our minimum omplexity algorithm to make these stru tures more expli it; there are also some interesting small grain stru tures
to be explored. Of ourse, the very idea of looking for su h stru tures involves values. A related idea
is to identify patterns of intera tion among improvising musi ians. A resear h proje t on this ould
make dual use of video re ordings and the stru tural resemblan e measure r introdu ed in Se tion
4.3, to try to determine so ial and musi al ontexts where one improviser imitates, supports, or
hallenges another.
Appli ation of the dynami al systems approa h to free improvisation are being explored in
ollaboration with David Borgo [10℄. A preliminary observation is that improvisers do not behave
like parti les in physi s: they rarely linger in low energy basins of attra tion, and often try to
avoid even getting near them; they sometimes \defy gravity" (or \defy entropy," depending on
the hoi e of metaphor) and jump to a higher omplexity; and they sometimes to surf an \edge of
haos" for a bit, before veering o in a new dire tion; see also [9℄. No doubt the impli it drama
and sense of freedom involved in this is part of the attra tion of the best improvised musi . It
makes intuitive sense that the dynami development of musi should involve anti ipation, time
ons iousness, qualia, and omplexity in fundamental ways, and one might go so far as to suggest
that theories that do not address these issues annot be adequate.

6 Con lusions
This paper has attempted to explore the qualitative aspe ts of experien e using musi as data, and
to pla e this exploration in the ontext of some relevant philosophi al, ognitive s ienti , and mathemati al theories. Our observations have supported ertain theories and hallenged others. Among
those supported are Husserl's phenomenology of time, Vygotsky's ultural-histori al approa h, and
Meyer's anti ipatory approa h, while Chalmers' dualism, Brentano's thesis on intentionality, qualia
realism, qualia atomism, Hume's pointilist time, and lassi al ognitivism have been dis on rmed
at least in part. All these positions were dis ussed in the body of the paper, often brie y, and sometimes without the te hni al terminology. \Qualia realism" asserts that qualia have real existen e
(or \ontologi al status"), and \qualia atomism" asserts that qualia are inde omposable.
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Among the new ideas in this paper, one might wish to highlight the dis ussion of ontext in
musi , the de nition of qualia that avoids dualism, the appli ation of stru tural blending to musi ,
the Anti ipatory Model of musi understanding, the Qualia and S Hypotheses about the stru ture
of qualia, the emphasis on so ial and value issues in musi , and the resear h proje ts suggested by
the resemblan e measure and the omplexity-based dynami al systems model.
Cognitivism was also mentioned several times but not dis ussed in detail. Like many other
theories, ognitivism arose as a rebellion against the overly restri tive worldview of some prior
theory, in this ase, behaviorism, whi h tried to study behavior without invoking mind. Cognitivism
in the broad sense of taking mind seriously, is admirable, but in fa t, most ognitivist resear h takes
a mu h more narrow view, in whi h ognition is onsidered omputation, so that body, emotion,
and so iety are negle ted, and the representation of knowledge emerges as a entral problem.
In its lassi form, now alled \good old fashioned AI" or \gofai," knowledge is represented in
symboli logi , an approa h whi h the logi al positivists of the Vienna Cir le would presumably
have endorsed. The onspi uous failure of this approa h, e.g., in the Japanese Fifth Generation
proje t, has inspired a number of biologi ally motivated re nements, su h as neural nets and soalled arti ial life, whi h do not, however, abandon the omputational model, nor do they solve the
problem of representation, whi h an be more pre isely formulated as the symbol grounding problem,
posed, but not solved, by Stevan Harnad [46℄: the issue is how the symboli representations used
in a omputational model an ome to refer to the real world.
While the information pro essing models of ognitivism appear adequate for many aspe ts of
low level per eption, their ex lusion (or ursory treatment) of embodiment, emotion, and so iety
render them unsatisfa tory as a theory of what it means to be human [24, 76℄. In parti ular,
embodiment, emotion, and so iety are ertainly important parts of how real humans an be living
solutions to the symbol grounding problem. The pervasive in uen e of ognitivism is presumably
one reason why qualia in general, and emotion in parti ular, have been so negle ted by traditional
philosophy of mind, AI, linguisti s, and so on. We may hope that this is now beginning to hange.
Our observations on musi al qualia undermine ( omputational) ognitivism. Des rates' Disourse on Method [21℄ and nearly all subsequent methodologi al guidelines for s ienti resear h,
suggest that elements of any reasonable kind should ombine in ways not too dissimilar from how
atoms ombine to form mole ules. But we have seen that musi al qualia behave very di erently
from that ideal, so mu h so that it is diÆ ult to imagine rules for a \ al ulus of qualia" that ould
adequately des ribe how qualia ombine. This is in part be ause qualia are temporal entities arising
through the operation of a omplex, heterogeneous system26 that is largely un ons ious, in luding
modules that an be roughly des ribed as bu ers, memories, pattern re ognizers, anti ipators, and
emotional feedba k27 . Although su h des riptions using an information pro essing metaphor an
ertainly be helpful, the underlying omplexity makes it impossible to do realisti simulations, and
unreasonable to expe t simple laws to hold for qualia. Indeed, referen e to ultural norms, histori al onditions and pre edents, private emotional states, publi rea tions, and so on, are usually
mu h more helpful in understanding musi than spe ulations based on neural ar hite ture. It is
typi al of emergent phenomena, i.e., of levels of omplexity that an only be seen at a larger grain
of des ription, that they do not fully redu e to lower levels; in this sense, they are emergent. For
example, laws about valen e in hemistry are diÆ ult to redu e to the level of quantum me hani s.
Be ause of su h omplexities, it seems worthwhile to explore the simpler, higher level models of
Se tion 4. However, this does not mean that valuable insights annot be had from models at the
26
This is typi al of \systems" produ ed by evolution, through the gradual a retion of new features on top of older
stru tures; it also suggests that the musi of a highly developed alien spe ies would almost ertainly be mutually
unintelligible (and even ugly) to humans.
27
Some interesting suggestions about the neural bases of qualia are given in [62℄.
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neural level, as illustrated by the possible ell assembly model for protention in Se tion 4.3. On
the other hand, the dynami al systems theory of Se tion 4.3 models qualia, emotion, et . at a more
abstra t, emergent, global level.
Anti ipation has been well explored in some areas of ognitive neuros ien e, in luding e eren e
opy in per eption, and Daniel Dennett has even written that \all brains are, in essen e, anti ipation ma hines" [18℄. However, ognitive s ien e has paid little attention to the kind of abstra t
anti ipation involved in musi , let alone to its onne tion with emotion, and this paper also has so
far said relatively little about emotion, whi h is after all the essen e of qualia. Meyer [56℄ argues
for a \law of a e t," that emotion in musi \is evoked when a tenden y to respond is inhibited," or
in a less behaviorist language, when an expe tation is not met. However, this approa h seems too
simple, as is suggested by the numerous quali ations that Meyer is for ed to invoke in order to
apply this law to parti ular examples. We believe that the Qualia Hypothesis given in Se tion 4.3
is more pre ise, overs at least as many examples, and is more amenable to empiri al test, though
of ourse mu h work is needed to validate these beliefs. It seems possible that some su h approa h
ould provide a foundation for a future musi ology that is both more pre ise and more adequate
for ontemporary forms of expression.
There is a lear evolutionary explanation for the role of emotion in helping organisms predi t
events in their environment: To promote survival, moderate uriosity and dis overy should be
rewarded, while un ertainty should arouse interest, but should be ome unpleasant when suÆ iently
strong. Let us all this Hypothesis E. Combined with the Qualia Hypothesis, it provides a rough
guide to the kinds of emotion in musi , and the ir umstan es of their produ tion: emotion arises
from relations in the \now" among retention, protention, and per eption; the right balan e of
novelty and predi tability will maintain interest and pleasure, while too little novelty will ause
loss of interest, and too mu h will be ome unpleasant28 .
The hypotheses in this paper have other impli ations, but to avoid diluting its fo us, we mention
only the following. They explain why musi exhibits a ontinual development of new ways to reate
and manipulate listener expe tations, as older ways be ome too familiar; indeed, it is possible to
view the whole history of musi in this light. They also explain the pleasure that musi ians (and
many other professionals) take in learning new skills and further developing old skills. Another
impli ation for learning is that test-oriented tea hing an be anti-produ tive, be ause it an inhibit
emotional response, prevent exploration, and dull uriosity.
Cons iousness has so far been mentioned mainly in relation to time and qualia. Se tion 2.2 and
Se tion 3 argued that ena tment not only onstru ts obje ts-in-time, but also their ontexts, and
even time itself, through pro esses that involve retention, and protention or anti ipation. Se tion
4.3 argued that qualia are determined by variations of salien y, or in the model, of weight, as
an intrinsi part of these pro esses, whi h it therefore seems reasonable to all semiosis. Both
Husserl's time onstru tion and our qualia onstru tion yield ons ious events, and the former
an be seen as implied by the latter, although it should be noted that mu h of what goes on is
un ons ious, in luding mu h of anti ipation and salien y determination.
This suggests that all ons iousness arises through sense-making pro esses involving anti ipation, whi h produ e qualia as suÆ iently salient hunks. Let us all this the C Hypothesis; it
provides a theory for the origin and stru ture of ons iousness. If orre t, it would help to explain why ons iousness ontinues to seem so mysterious: it is be ause we have been looking at it
through inappropriate, distorting lenses; for example, attempting to view qualia as obje tive fa ts,
or to assign them some new ontologi al status, instead of seeing segmentation by salien y as an
inevitable feature of our pro esses of ena ted per eption. It also implies that mu h resear h on
28

But it should be noted that mu h ontemporary musi is exploring gradations of this unpleasantness.
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ons iousness has been misfo used on peripheral issues, thereby produ ing misleading results. In
addition, it suggests that musi is an ideal experimental medium for the study of ons iousness,
sin e it allows us see ne details in the produ tion of qualia, is subje t to experimental manipulation in a variety of ways, already has a ri h literature and dis ipline of training, and is amenable to
model onstru tion at several levels29 . The Main, Qualia, E and C Hypotheses help understand the
stru ture of ons iousness: its segments are qualia, hierar hi ally organized by their salien y, with
emotional tone determined by their resonan e with protention. It will be surprising if the future
does not see a great deal more resear h on time, emotion and ons iousness using musi as data,
as well as resear h on musi using on epts from ognitive s ien e and ons iousness studies.
Many writers have advan ed ideas that are onsistent with and/or similar to the C Hypothesis;
we now brie y survey just a few of these. The role of time in ons iousness was stressed by William
James, who des ribed the \spe ious present" as having \a ertain breadth of its own on whi h
we sit per hed, and from whi h we look in two dire tions into time" [50℄; James thought this was
about 12 se onds, in lose agreement with [66℄. James also wrote that the stream of ons iousness
is \like a bird's life, made of an alternation of ights and per hings," a very ne des ription of the
hunking of ons iousness, and he onsidered the role of anti ipation, using the term \tenden y."
Martin Heidegger's ready-to-hand [47℄ is also related. However, the ombination of ons iousness
and anti ipation has re eived relatively little s ienti attention until re ently. Ralph Ellis and
Natika Newton [25℄ advan es a hypothesis related to ours, but do not onsider time, qualia, or
their stru tures. Moreover, Ellis and Newton, and many others, in luding Rodney Cotterill [13℄,
Rodolfo Llinas, and Gerald Edelman, limit their onsideration of anti ipation to sensory-motor
systems, whi h ex ludes the ase of musi .
An insightful paper of Newton [60℄ omes even loser, suggesting a naturalisti explanation for
the emergen e of ons iousness, in whi h brain pro esses provide a physi al basis for the mysterious and ine able hara ter of qualia, without laiming that they a tually exist. Newton suggests
that ons iousness emerges to handle the novelty that results from blending in ompatible omponents. However, her notion of blending is binding, whereas our notion is a pre ise mathemati al
formalization [34℄ of a stru tural generalization of the ognitive linguisti notion of blending30.
Moreover, we do not agree with [60℄ that the blended items must be in ompatible, laiming instead
that more omplex blends produ e more ons ious qualia. For us, ine ability arises be ause qualia
have hierar hi ally stru tured parts with variable salien y, while temporal thi kness results from
the on urrent operation of per eption, retention, and protention, whereas Newton attributes both
ine ability and temporal thi kness to the blending of in ompatibles.
Although enthusiasti about anti ipation, Dennett does little with it; moreover, his heterophenomenology and his arguments against qualia distan e him from ons iousness almost as far as the
behaviorists put themselves. Gibson's e ologi al per eption is one early theory using anti ipation in
a serious way [29, 30℄. There is also work on anti ipation in the semioti tradition by Mihai Nadin
[58℄. In my opinion, the insights of Husserl and James are the most suggestive. Husserl a hieves
a stunning depth of analysis of the phenomenology of time, while James exhibits a remarkable
breadth and larity of vision, in both ases without bene t of the enormous re ent advan es in ognitive s ien e. But it should also be noted that many of the same insights an be found enturies
earlier in the Buddhist meditation literature. Our approa h di ers from all these in its grounding
in the Main Hypothesis, with its hierar hi al networks of weighted, shared, and transformed omponents, and in the pre ision that that model an onfer on predi tions that are made using the
other hypotheses.
29

Note the onsisten y of these points with the fourth person method of Se tion 2.2.
But under the perhaps presumptive laim that stru tural blending expli ates binding, our notion an be seen as
an expli ation of hers.
30
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I wish to lose this essay by extending a dis ussion about art and the sa red begun in [33℄.
The present paper has argued that ons iousness, qualia, and the phenomenal world of experien e
are produ ed by omplex and largely un ons ious pro esses, but it has not pointed out that this
undermines belief in the existen e of an independent uni ed \self." Our hypotheses do not imply
that people do not exist, or that the appearan e of a uni ed independent self does not exist,
but rather that the unity and the independen e have an illusory hara ter. We are omplex,
dependent beings, ontinually re reated as \ ons ious" through salient events, determined as su h
in a ompli ated pro ess that is ultural and histori al, as well as ognitive. Similarly, our experien e
of the world is \manufa tured" by this pro ess, a omplex and ever shifting mosai of qualia of
various textures and sizes; this does not imply that there is no \real world," but rather that our
a ess to it is a hieved in a very omplex and in omplete way. Similar insights were expressed
nearly two thousand years ago by the Indian philosopher-sage Nagarjuna [59℄, although of ourse
using a di erent language, that of Mahayana Buddhism. More re ent thinkers like Dogen [22℄ and
Keiji Nishitani [61℄, among many others, have also expressed similar insights.
My meditation tea her, Chogyam Trungpa Rinpo he, said that the purpose of art is to show our
non-existen e in the world. It seems to me that lose attention to musi , and to how we hear it, an
give pre isely this insight. The experien e an be vivid, lear, and deeply moving. Indeed, it an
be an experien e of the \fourth moment" (dus bzhi mnym pa hen po in Tibetan), an experien e
of time suspended, of being not past, present, or future, but a limitless spa e of great equanimity
that uni es and trans ends all three, and in whi h both self and world disappear. This spa e is the
abode of the sa red.

A \A" Improvisation Notes
The following gives a performer's view of one parti ular improvisation. It is used as data in the
body of this paper.
On 20 Mar h 2003, the day the Iraq war began, I performed an improvisation at the
University of Vienna (and again on 28 Mar h, at the Performing Arts University of
Vienna), in onne tion with le tures by my husband on some ognitive and philosophi al
aspe ts of musi . Part of the le ture showed how the same \middle A" ould be per eived
totally di erently, depending on its ontext.
I de ided to use this same note, and some of those ontexts, as a basis for improvisation, not forgetting Vienna, a ity that experien ed mu h pain as well as mu h great
musi in its history, and of ourse being very aware of the war, and thinking how everything is onne ted, the performer, the audien e, the ity, the war, the sadness and
pain, the whole of history.
Middle A is a beginning sound, and on a good piano (su h as the Bosendorfer grand
they gave me for pra ti e) you an hear its many olors hanging in spa e, arrying
the pain of numerous lives, from Mozart to Webern, and now poor Turkish immigrant
workers, and Iraqi ivilians. But you an also hear hope and love.
Low A has an angry sound, an aggressive wish to ontrol, a yni al view | but still
with pain inside of it, and the possibility of understanding.
High A is like a s ream, a loved one lost in the war, frustration, need; or a whisper,
even a aress.
Every note has its overtones, and they are all onne ted, as are all of us, middle,
high, low, hope, fear, pain, and love.
Improvisation is inter onne tion.
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